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T HE B ARD ’ S P ATH —P OETRY
WHERE I AM - A VIEW OF PATH
BY AAURIANE VELEDA
I am but a breath on the breeze,
a chance to be.
A breath of being yet to be.
A Sight of living with the future within.
Here now is where I am.
I am but a seed, an acorn on the Great Tree
potential yet to be seen,
hidden deep within,
the magic it doth spin,
the chance to be something more.
Here now is where I am.
I am but a seedling,
Sprouting potential being seen,
two leaves and a stem,
that is where it all beginswe each must find our own feet.
Here now is where I am.

AAURIANE VELEDA

A sapling of elegance and grace,
flexing in the winds sweet embrace,
testing and challenging me to grow.
The potential is showing,
the branches and roots growing,
the earths embrace coming to know.
Here now is where I am.
A tree of elegant grace,
formed with style, potential being embraced,
the dream of a seed being realized,
you can see it in the eyes,
of the flowers of the seeds yet to be.
Here now is where I am.

W E EACH ARE
T HE T REE ...

Blossoms of great beauty,
holds the future with positivity,
calling the ties that form the future
to come and answer to the accords of time.
Ancestory passed on,
Genetics flowing into a seed yet to be released.
Here now is where I am.
Each of us goes through these every graces,
finding each our own special places,
(Continued on page 13)
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outside of the city to help. During the depression and
WWII he would frequently leave baskets of vegetables on his neighbor’s doorsteps at night. The place he
where lived was full of immigrant families that had
little or nothing, especially during those stressing
times. He told me when I was a little girl that it was
the responsibility of those that had to take care of
those that had not. No one should go hungry. He felt
that his neighbors were his family just as much as I
was. It was from him, my grandmother and my

P LANT !
mother that I learned my appreciation of the land, and
the acceptance of my fellow man. I truly believe that
friendships start with the planting of one small seed.
Offering a helping hand to someone in need will
spread and hopefully we can all make this a better
world for our children and grandchildren. So go out
and plant a seed, effect a change, no one is really a
stranger.
Happy Gardening to all.
Now go out and get dirty!
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in the earth, in the sea and the wind.
The story is told again and again,
Here now is where I am.
We each are the seed,
We each are the Tree,
And we each give the seed its first start.
Druidry in and through me, still working, waiting to see,
Where I have yet to go and what I have yet to be,
And have yet to be a part of them, and they of me.
Here now is where I am.

R EVIEWS : T HE S PIRITUAL P RACTICES OF R UMI :
(Continued from page 8)

The Spiritual Practices of Rumi: Radical Techniques for Beholding the Divine, by Will Johnson;
ISBN: 1-59477-200-2; pp 192; Inner Traditions;
$14.95.
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The Henge maintains several lists, general discussion, Initiates Only, and
Correspondence Course Students Only. To join any of the lists, send an e-mail to
the appropriate list:
Keltria-L-subscribe@yahoogroups.com ..................
K-Initiate-subscribe@yahoogroups.com ...................
K-Students-subscribe@yahoogroups.com .................
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